EXCITING VERBS

Choose some exciting verbs to fit into the gaps and then try and think of some more things you might hear happening in the night and fill in the last four lines.

It was so quiet that I heard
An ant ________ across the lawn
It was so quiet that I heard
A leaf ___________onto the floor
It was so quiet that I heard
A raindrop __________ down the window pane
It was so quiet that I heard
A mouse _________ across the floor
It was so quiet that I heard
A woman _________ in her bedroom
It was so quiet that I heard
The wind ___________ down the road
It was so quiet that I heard
A man ___________ in the street
It was so quiet that I heard
The trees __________ on the window
It was so quiet that I heard

________________________________________
It was so quiet that I heard

________________________________________
It was so quiet that I heard

________________________________________
It was so quiet that I heard

________________________________________

Now copy your poem into your book.